Los Angeles Mission College
Academic Senate
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Fall 2011

Dean: Nadia Swerdlow
Chair: Said Pazirandeh

Faculty: Cindy Cooper, Veronica Cox, Ebru Durukan, Louis Eguaras, Kelly Enos, Pat Flood, Tigran Mkrtchyan, John Morales, Deborah Paulsen, Mike Reynolds, Curt Riesberg

AFT Representative: Diana Bonilla
Counseling: Madelline Hernandez
Library: Sandy Thomsen

Ex-officio Members:
Vice President, Academic Affairs: Alma Johnson-Hawkins
Articulation: Madelline Hernandez
Administrative Support: Irma Montoya, Susan Ghirardelli

Agenda
November 1, 2011
LRC 234  1:30pm – 3:00pm

I. Approval of Minutes
   • October 25, 2011

II. Old Business
   A. Course Updates
      • Spanish 2  (Y. Ramil)
         ○ Prerequisite (Spanish 1)
      • Spanish 3
         ○ Prerequisite (Spanish 2)
      • Spanish 4
         ○ Prerequisite (Spanish 3)
      • Spanish 5
         ○ Prerequisite (Spanish 4)

III. New Business
   A. Course Updates
      • Spanish 6  (Y. Ramil)
         ○ Prerequisite (Spanish 5)
      • Psychology 2  (P. Johnson)
         ○ Prerequisite (Psych 1)
      • Psychology 14
         ○ Prerequisite (Psych 1)
      • Psychology 41  (C. Williams)
         ○ Prerequisite (Psych 1)
         ○ Advisory (English 28)

   B. Addition of District Course
      • Theater 300  (G. Aviles-Rodriguez)
      • Theater 405
C. New Program
   • AA-T History (D. Phares/C. Williams)
   o CCC-501
   o PNPR
   o TMC Template
   o Questionnaire

B. Program Change
   • AA-Business Administration (V. Bernal)
   • General Studies – Arts and Humanities Emphasis (M. Hernandez)
   • General Studies – Soc. And Behavioral Emphasis
   • Liberal Arts – Arts and Humanities Emphasis (M. Hernandez)
   • Liberal Arts – soc. And Behavioral Emphasis

C. Curriculum Dean (N. Swerdlow)

D. IGETC/GE Breadth/Articulation (M. Hernandez)

IV. Other Business

IV. Next Meeting
   • November 15, 2011